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REPLACEMENT LONDON PLAN REPRESENTATION 
 
JUST SPACE is a network of community and voluntary sector groups (some 
local, others London-wide or federations of local groups) formed specifically to 
get local communities’ views heard on London’s major planning strategy. It also 
tries to inform people about these planning issues.  The network is hosted by 
London Civic Forum. 
 
The JUST SPACE submission is not one single voice.  It's many voices, with a lot 
of diversity, but there is a lot of common ground and consensus on what needs to 
be done to make London a fairer city and a more environmentally sound city.  
 
Individual member organisations, with their rich and deep understanding of their 
respective topics, constituencies and members are making their separate calls 
for changes. 
 
This submission is informed by the input of Just Space member groups (listed at 
the end of this document) and by the involvement of lots of other voluntary and 
community sector groups who have taken part in events, workshops and 
discussions on particular topics. Most important have been the London Calling 
Conference on November 17th 2009 (organised by LVSC-Just Space –LCF- 
PAL), the Community Rights and the London Plan Conference on November 25th 
2009 (Friends of the Earth – Just Space  event) and 2 seminars hosted by UCL-
Just Space on November 5th and December 3rd 2009. 
 
Reports from these meetings will be provided as part of the evidence base.  
 

Chapter 1 STRATEGY AND CONTEXT 

The horizon for the new London Plan is 2031.  A vision for that time is thus 
equivalent to attempting to imagine 2009 from the perspective of 1987; or trying 
to imagine 1987 in 1965. 

 Perhaps the central question in any long-run visioning exercise is of the form: 
will the long-run trends of the past thirty or forty years re-assert themselves after 
the current short-term issues have been resolved; or do current issues or 
concerns suggest that a fundamental change of trend will come about? 

The assertion in this paper is that the nature and extent of the present recession; 
the scale of the climate change challenge; and the deep-rooted inequalities and 
injustices embedded in the London economy together provide impetus, 
opportunity and a compelling requirement for a break with the past. 

As a leading world city, London has both a responsibility and an opportunity to 
‘set the tone’ for how this transformation can be achieved. 
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Of course, neither the London Plan nor the wider suite of GLA strategies and 
policies can single-handedly deliver an alternative vision for London: there are 
innumerable global, national, institutional and individual forces and choices 
involved.  But the London Plan is uniquely positioned to ‘set the tone’. 
 
The problem with the replacement London Plan is that it provides for only one 
option – a continuation of previous economic growth – whereas a long term plan 
needs to plan for a range of options.  We have detailed comments and 
suggested changes – see chapter 4 below.   
 
There is not a sense of “this is the London we want in 2031 – a healthier, more 
sustainable, more equal London”.  There is not the vision that, for example, could 
be provided by starting the London Plan with the findings of the Spirit Level 
report (Richard Wilkinson & Kate Pickett 2009).  Or the vision of a “just city” 
based on a fair distribution to the unemployed, the low waged, council tenants, 
disabled people and so on and therefore their inclusion rather than exclusion. 
 
Sustainable Development 

There is an increasingly urgent need for the London Plan to tackle climate 
change and to embed sustainable development into the way London functions 
and is developed.    There must be specific mention of development within 
sustainable limits, as required by Planning Policy Statement 1 which states that 

“Sustainable Development is the core principle underpinning planning” 

The London Plan needs to reflect the Government’s Sustainable Development 
Strategy 2005 which refers to the need to build a sustainable economy while 
living within environmental limits and developing a just society – that is how all 3 
are delivered together. 

Social Development 

Is diversity considered enough in the London Plan? The demographic of London 
is changing to that of a younger and older population with poverty concentrated 
in BME populations. Is this being catered for?  

In the current (2008) Plan, one of the Mayor’s six objectives is to promote social 
inclusion, tackling deprivation and discrimination.  Sectoral issues such as 
employment, social infrastructure and homelessness, culture and discrimination 
are incorporated within this overall framework, as is a focus on spatial 
concentrations of deprivation.  This provides a strong focus for the issue and 
signals the (previous) Mayor’s commitment to addressing it. 
 
However, deprivation receives comparatively little attention in the Draft 
Replacement Plan.  It is not mentioned in the Mayor’s six objectives.  Nor is there 
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any recognition of the need to address inequalities based on gender, ethnicity, 
disability etc despite this being a GLA Duty.  Objective 1 hints at it by expressing 
a commitment to tackling “the huge issue of inequality … including … in health 
outcomes”.   However, this task is perceived as something of a by-product of 
meeting the challenges of economic and population growth rather than 
something that is properly addressed in planning for London’s future. 
 
 
Integrated Impact Assessment 
Note:  This section has also been submitted separately as a representation on 
the IIA document. 
 
Just Space members are critical of the Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA) as a 
tick box approach which didn’t get to the fundamental issues of impact.  An 
important reason is the limited nature of the options considered by the IIA and 
therefore its lack of flexibility.  All the options considered by the IIA concern 
themselves with various levels of growth for London.  What if there is no growth 
or much less growth?  The IIA has failed to assess the impact on housing, 
accessibility, liveability etc – areas that in the London Plan’s model rely on 
growth to achieve their milestones – if the future for London is not as bright as 
the GLA Economists predict.  
 
Whatever the growth-rate of the economy turns out to be, Just Space 
organisations are united in objecting to the pursuit of growing GDP as the right 
way to serve London's needs. The Mayor's aspirations for better quality of life for 
all Londoners and his ambition to 'drive a shift to a low-carbon economy' requires 
the consideration of an option which incorporates measures of environmental 
achievement, social value and reduced inequality. 
 
The Equalities Impact Assessment (part of the IIA) is a process which hasn’t 
been adequately followed.   
 

• The context seems good – e.g. identifies BME population growth – but this 
is not followed through into the policy drivers and even less to actual 
policies.   

• Does not link social and economic exclusion.   
• Does not refer to specific inequalities and impacts on opportunity for 

different equalities groups. 
• Boroughs are allowed too much discretion.  
• Key Performance Indicators on equality are limited   
• Nothing specific on BME under social infrastructure.  
• Affordable housing allocations are reduced in boroughs where the GLA 

expect a large increase in the BME population 
• Economic development focuses on industries which are not substantially 

populated by BME.  For example, public services and low wage private 
services receive very little attention. 
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The Health Impact Assessment is seen as weak, missing a lot of issues – mental 
health, housing density and overcrowding, generally the links between planning 
and health. 
 
The Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) – also part of the IIA - has exposed 
a weakness of the draft London Plan which is that the draft London Plan fails to 
consider, and therefore mitigate, the declining state of the city’s biodiversity 
areas.  
 
The lack of relevant policies in the London Plan to mitigate the condition of 
current biodiversity sites directly contradicts the IIA’s sustainability objective of 
enhancing the natural biodiversity of London. Furthermore, the guide questions 
have also not been addressed. There are no policies in the London plan aimed 
at: the long-term management of natural habitats and wildlife; providing 
opportunities to enhance the environment and create new conservation assets; 
and improving the carrying capacity of the green network.  
 
And this is in a national context wherein although some improvement has been 
made to reverse biodiversity loss, the Government is unlikely to meet its 2010 
target to halt biodiversity loss (House of Commons Environmental Audit 
Committee Halting biodiversity Loss Thirteenth Report of Session 2007–
08). 
 
The London Plan and LDF’s/ planning decisions 
We welcome the innovation of guidance on LDF preparation and planning 
decisions, though we have noticed a difference in terminology and approach from 
policy to policy and are concerned that an inconsistent approach could throw up 
more problems than it solves. 
 
We have noticed that some policies have very little, or even nothing, to say on 
the strategic direction and sometimes the planning decisions section is far too 
long.  That is why our representation tries to strengthen the strategic 
direction/objectives of some policies and tries to have strategic statements found 
within supporting text moved into the policy itself. 
 
Whilst legally, planning officers would be required to look at and make decisions 
based on all 3 sections of each policy the need to do so should be made explicit 
within the London Plan. 
 
We also point to the general lack of targets in the Plan.  Targets are important - 
they allow the Mayor to drive strategic policy and counter poor local decisions 
and actions.  Without the GLA enacting this role it is not performing as a strategic 
Pan-London authority. 
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Chapter 2 London’s Places 

Policy 2.4  The 2012 Games and their legacy 

We support the aspirations to make use of the 2012 Legacy to: 

 “Close the deprivation gap between the Olympic host Boroughs and the rest of 
London” (2.4 A and paras 2.17 – 2.21) 

 “Achieve convergence in quality of life with the London average across a range 
of key indicators.” (para 2.19) 

We propose the set of principles in 2.4 A, B and C as a framework that subject to 
consultation could be applied to all regeneration in London.  For example, over 
the 20 year period of the London Plan it should be a policy aim to converge 
indices of deprivation throughout London up to the London average.  We seek 
elaboration of what the particular convergence principle used in Policy 2.4 would 
mean in practice, its key indicators and targets.  We note that Policy 2.4 avoids a 
timeframe for convergence, whereas the Olympic and Paralympic Strategic 
Regeneration Framework refers to “within 20 years”.  

In view of the research findings that deprived people often fail to benefit - and 
indeed are often affected adversely - by current 'regeneration' practices, we are 
very sceptical that this approach will succeed in terms of the 2012 Legacy.  (Imrie 
et al 2009; Porter and Shaw 2008 and Punter 2010).  A main impact of the 
Olympics so far appears to have been very strong property price rises in Olympic 
Boroughs - good news for property owners but very bad news for tenants and 
aspiring owners. We see no mitigation for this in the Plan. (detailed treatment 
under 'regeneration' below.) 

For example, the Olympic Park is surrounded by a young and very diverse East 
London community which has not been capitalised on adequately.  We would 
question the sufficiency of consultation with communities in East London.  

Policy 2.4 B The Mayor’s Olympic Legacy Strategic Planning Guidance promotes 
“the further managed release of appropriate industrial sites while still retaining 
key industrial land”.   London has lost too much industrial land, twice as much as 
the target under Mayor Livingstone.  Mayor Johnson generally is more protective 
of industrial land which we welcome, but Policy 2.4 seems out of line with this 
and we propose the deletion of this sentence.    

Policy 2.4 B emphasises exemplary design and environmental quality, meeting 
housing needs, especially family housing and will consider social and community 
infrastructure requirements.  We propose that the Policy make explicit reference 
to:- 
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• Provision of affordable premises for SME and social enterprise to create 
work opportunities close to housing. 

• Provision of premises for small independent retailers.   
• Provision made for VCS/Third sector premises for such facilities as advice 

centres and community child care facilities.  
• Well maintained play areas for children of all ages.   
• Youth organisations to be part of the development of strategic policy so 

that facilities for young people ( outside the context of school) are 
considered as part of the development of the Olympic site post 2012. 

 
We also propose the following research and strategies be included as part of 
Policy 2.4:- 
 
A. The Mayor will work closely with the boroughs to carry out a Social 
Impact Assessment, to include an assessment of the likely impact on - local 
social housing and the private rented sector and the numbers of existing 
residents, businesses  and community and voluntary sector organisations likely 
to be  negatively affected by above inflation increases in  residential and 
commercial rents and  property prices.   
 
B. The Mayor will develop a strategy to ameliorate any negative impact on 
existing residents, small businesses, voluntary and community sector in the area 
and to negotiate local community benefit, including through section 106 
agreements. 
  
C. The Mayor is committed to issues of equity, understanding and engagement 
with all levels of society and will develop a community engagement strategy to 
ensure that the needs and contributions of all communities in the Lower Lea 
Valley and Thames Gateway are listened to and addressed, including voluntary 
and community sector representatives in all decision making structures. 
 
The Big Opportunity supports the Single Regeneration Framework and the 
objective of Convergence but believe that this will only be successful if the 
experience, expertise and energy of the Voluntary and Community Sector is fully 
engaged and utilised.    
 
 
 
There must be the strongest link between the London Plan and the various 2012 
Legacy Planning documents. 

Policy 2.9  Inner London 

The introduction has warm words on deprivation in inner London, “probably the 
country’s largest concentration of deprived communities” (2.35), a projected 
population increase of 725,000 to 2031 (2.35) a very varied ethnic composition, 
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high housing densities, including many high rise estates, relatively constrained 
access to open space often outdated social infrastructure and low public sector 
educational attainment (2.36).   These are not translated into London Plan policy. 

The whole section on inner London lacks the degree of policy attention that it 
warrants.  Only 1 generalised policy, compared with 4 very detailed Outer 
London policies and 3 detailed Central Activities Zone policies.  Since many inner 
London boroughs will have a BME majority within the lifetime of the London Plan, 
as well as concentrations of poverty that are acknowledged, this needs attention 
and is a critical area of challenge.  

The April 2009 initial proposals for the London Plan made a number of 
commitments to address disadvantage, but these do not appear in the 
replacement London Plan.  See paragraphs 86, 92 and 93 of April 2009 version.   

Whereas the text following Policy 2.9 offers “social exclusion is a key issue and it 
is essential that new (housing) provision creates more mixed and balanced 
communities” (2.38) the approach is one sided and biased against social housing 
provision.  A requirement for increased owner occupation is not the way to 
reduce social exclusion.   We propose that references to ‘mixed tenure’ in new 
developments or in areas of ‘mono-tenure’ be replaced by references to 
‘sustainable communities’ or ‘lifetime neighbourhoods’.  

There is a potential problem with the different spatial delineations.  The central 
London sub-region with 6 boroughs is larger than the CAZ, but smaller than Inner 
London which includes 13 boroughs (see map 2.1 sub-regions and map 2.2 outer 
London, inner London and CAZ).  For these delineations to be fit for purpose, 
people must recognise them.  A delineation problem also exists with the different 
regeneration areas.  Although Opportunity and Intensification Areas are identified 
in the London Plan, boroughs are left to identify the regeneration areas.  
Boroughs will need to adopt very different approaches, given that the proportion 
of their borough within the 20% most deprived areas ranges from almost 100% to 
0%. 

Policy 2.13 Opportunity Areas and Intensification Areas 

Housing targets for some of the Opportunity Areas have been reduced.  What is 
the thinking behind the new housing targets?  Why is there a third less housing at 
the Elephant and Castle? Why have the housing targets at King’s Cross been 
reduced?  The rationality for the new housing targets is not explicit. 

The Opportunity Areas drive towards high density promotes social exclusion,  
because it provides housing at strategic locations that is unsuitable for families. 

Density levels must be sensitive to the needs of all communities and all 
communities must have the facility to live in all parts of London, rather than 
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creating a playground for the young and wealthy in the centre, where others feel 
they would need to move out to find the quality of life and the amenities they and 
their families need.  

Policy on OA’s must address environmental impact and the social and 
community infrastructure required in each community to support ‘lifetime 
neighbourhoods’ or sustainable communities.  We propose: 

• A Social Impact Assessment is carried out in all areas of development / 
regeneration; to include the assessment of the impact of development on 
existing and adjoining communities, local businesses and the local social 
infrastructure as well as the requirement for new infrastructure to support 
new housing. 

• An assessment of the environmental impact of developments that include: 
the environmental costs of transporting materials and labour compared to 
using local labour and materials [transport distance], and that also 
considers the longevity and adaptability of designs. 

The London Plan should ensure a holistic view of the OA and its surroundings is 
considered by all parties – as any development on the scale envisaged in 
paragraph 2.55 would impact potentially an entire borough or areas spanning 
boroughs.  

The front loading of public funds for social rented housing now sees social 
housing as a driver of regeneration.  It makes sense for the Opportunity Areas to 
maximise the provision of social rented housing.  

Policy 2.14 Areas for regeneration 

The policy steer in the initial proposals (paragraph 92/93) – for the boroughs to 
work in partnership with communities in regeneration areas – has been lost and 
we propose this is reinstated 

Paras 92/93 (Initial proposals)  

• Target community based regeneration initiatives.  
• Strategic framework to support local community based regeneration and 

activities of Boroughs, voluntary and community bodies and strategic 
agencies.  

• Refine data to enable needs of different neighbourhoods to be identified.  

The central issue is regarding convergence of regeneration area indicators with 
the London average - is this to be achieved by  

Exporting disadvantage and importing advantage   OR  
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Ensuring existing disadvantaged communities can stay and benefit in 
terms of jobs, affordable housing, community development, social 
infrastructure etc?  

Research points to a fundamental mismatch between the aims of regeneration 
and the actual results. A holistic definition of regeneration has been laid out by 
Roberts (2000:17), in which he advocates a “comprehensive and integrated 
vision and action which leads to the resolution of urban problems and which 
seeks to bring about a lasting improvement in the economic, physical, social and 
environmental condition of an area that has been subject to change.”  

However, previous experience with regeneration shows that there is a mismatch 
between who contributes to and who benefits from the above ‘improvements.’ 
Regeneration in London is a property-led, growth driven process that has 
exacerbated, not evened out, inequalities. Tower Hamlets is an apt example: the 
£10 billion investment in Canary Wharf has resulted in the creation of 80,000 jobs 
and a 22% increase in average pay of high-value male workers to over £100,000; 
however, two thirds of the children living in Tower Hamlet continue to live in 
households officially defined as ‘poor’ in an area with rates of economic inactivity 
as high as 46% (Imrie et al, 2008: 9). 

The trickle-down theory of urban regeneration has shown to not result in an 
evening out, or redistribution of income/wealth, but instead creates further 
opportunities for such wealth to be captured by the middle and upper classes via 
gentrification and replacement. The nature of expensive development projects is 
that private developers are increasingly required to seek to recoup their 
expenditures through open market sales and the creation of (literally and/or 
figuratively) gated communities, resulting in separation, segregation and 
displacement – a trend that has been seen in East London regeneration in 
previous years (Imrie et al, 2008: 143).  
 
Finally, opening the box of displacement and gentrification creates a whole new 
slew of well-documented issues, such as the dilution of political voice, the 
breaking up of existing communities and social capital, the replacement of 
existing (affordable) commercial activities and local services, increased crime, 
pressures on surrounding affordable areas, and community resentment and 
conflict – in addition to the obvious loss of affordable housing (Atkinson 2004, 
Imrie et al 2009, Porter & Shaw 2008 and Punter 2010).. 

We dispute that there is agreement by all of London’s stakeholders that the 
existing “deprived” communities are and will be beneficiaries of regeneration?   

We propose the inclusion of the following community development approach, 
cross-referencing with the resident engagement section in the London Housing 
Strategy.  The London Plan should: 
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• require that in all areas of development / regeneration, community 
engagement strategies must be developed to ensure that the needs of 
local communities are listened to and addressed  

• stipulate that regeneration schemes should operate in a bottom up 
fashion, to enable existing communities to decide in a participatory and 
transparent fashion what improvements need to be made  

• stipulate the need for clarity of process in any regeneration scheme – with 
residents setting out existing problems and identifying for themselves what 
needs to be done to resolve these problems and for transparency relating 
to available funds, to ensure that solutions are realistic within the available 
budgets  

It is very important that the London Plan includes a section on community 
development.   Since most of the regeneration areas contain large numbers of 
council tenants there should be specific references to involving tenants’ 
organisations. We also consider there should be promotion of the Local Agenda 
21 principles, as an important mechanism for devolving decision making to the 
local level. 

We support the proposal from the King’s Cross Railway Lands Group which 
follows:-  

Policy 2.13 A (add new sub-section c) [The Mayor will..] Consent to development 
only when it has been shown that established populations living in and around 
the areas will benefit and will not be subject to displacement or displacement 
pressures except where there is full mitigation. 

Policies 2.6 – 2.8 Outer London + Policy 2.15 – 2.16 Town Centres 

In Outer London, the London Plan should support a low carbon economy through 
a raft of measures that promote the development of healthy local services which 
will reduce the need to travel between home, work and facilities  

• especially putting jobs closer to homes and supporting the concept of 
sustainable communities, and within it of lifetime neighbourhoods   

• focusing attention on the bottom of the town centres hierarchy (including 
corner shops, post offices, surgeries etc) rather than the top,  

• including self-employment and working from home,  

• facilitating productivity growth and greening in these activities and  
• facilitating shortening of car trips and switching to walking and cycling. 

We object to the over-centralisation of town centres (Strategic Outer London 
Development Centres policy 2.16), higher density development in town centres 
and a hub and spoke approach focusing on increasing the capacity of town 
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centres (policy 2.15 ) rather than the development of local and neighbourhood 
centres.   

Consistent with Policy 7.1 Lifetime Neighbourhoods, we propose the 
strengthened policy for the Outer London suburbs and town centres must include 
a local needs index of the shops, social and community facilities and open 
spaces which need to be accessible to everyone within easy walking distance. 

Our detailed response to lifetime neighbourhoods (see under 7.1) can also be 
applied to policies 2.6 – 2.15.  This will help fulfill the Quality of Life commitment 
of the Mayor’s vision and the Quality of Life remit of the Outer London 
Commission. 

We support the policy aim of reducing the need to travel and the explicit linkage 
with promoting outer London areas as employment centres, rather than a 
reliance upon making everyone travel to central London for work.  

We oppose the relaxation of car parking standards in outer London.  Have the 
boroughs submitted evidence in support of this and is there evidence that there 
will not be a rise in carbon emissions and a decline in air quality as a result? 

Improving the quality of the public realm and conditions for pedestrians and 
cyclists in town centres benefits town centre vitality and turnover.   We propose  
that arrangements for town centre management include access groups.   

Policy 2.18 Green infrastructure  

We welcome the inclusion of biodiversity and local food production, health and 
well being as important elements of a multi-functional green infrastructure. Also 
welcome is applying the principles of the East London Green Grid across 
London, street trees and linkage to the wider public realm.   
 
This policy and the other policies on green and open space in Chapter 7 should 
be better linked. 
 

Chapter 3 London’s People 

London is marked by a growing population, leading to increased housing 
demands, continuing poverty and unacceptable health inequalities.  In response, 
the London Plan must set out how it will achieve and deliver a high quality social 
infrastructure. 
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Policy 3.2  Addressing Health Inequalities  

Our key proposal is the need to co-ordinate the London Plan with the Mayor’s 
Health Inequalities Strategy.   We refer to the submission by LVSC on the 
Mayor’s Health Inequalities Strategy which specifically welcomed: 
 

• the breadth and ambition of the Strategy and its overarching focus on 
tackling health inequality in its many forms; 

• the emphasis on addressing inequalities in the wider determinants of 
health (housing, income inequality etc) and not just on access to health 
services or changes in individual s’ behaviour, to reduce health 
inequalities; 

• the recognition that community empowerment is essential to address 
health inequalities,  

• the objective to reduce income inequality, the commitment to a London 
Living Wage and a “healthy income” and recognition of the effects of 
poverty on mental and physical health. 

  
These overarching aims of the Mayor’s Health Inequalities Strategy should be 
included in Policy 3.2. 
 
Furthermore, we propose  
• Social determinants of health should be expressed in Policy 3.2, not only 

in the text. 
• Health inequalities explicitly mentioned in Objective 1, the economy, 

should be explicitly stated in the policies on housing, social infrastructure 
and air quality. 

• Initiatives should be included in Policy 2.4 to reduce health inequalities in 
and around the Olympic Park where there are high levels of deprivation, 
low levels of physical activity and poor access to open space. 

 

Policy 3.6  Children’s play space.   

We are disappointed that the 10m2 of well designed play and recreation space 
for every child in new housing developments as minimum provision required in 
the London Plan SPG “Providing for Children and Young People’s Play and 
Informal Recreation” has not been incorporated into London Plan policy.  
Especially considering the composition of the projected population growth.   

The number of children in London is forecast to increase from 1.6 million to 2 
million by 2016.  The London Plan should recognise the growing child population 
and put measures in place to respond to this growing need.  20% of London’s 
population are under 18, and are not being heard effectively. The issue of play is 
very cross cutting and there should be much more cross referencing on play. 
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The highest design and quality standards must apply to all aspects of new 
development, including play and recreation space.  We have discussed these 
issues with the London Play organisation and we are proposing that the London 
Plan should refer to all of the following as part of its policy on play: 

• Supervised and non-supervised play 
• Child poverty  
• The minimum space per child of 10 sq m should be enshrined in policy. 

(though 10 square metres of play space is not much).   
• Play as an important part of childcare 
• Linkages between play and health, housing, and safer streets (transport).  
• Turning streets into places for permanent play 
• Teenage play and youth provision must be included within play strategies 
• Natural play is important - London Play runs a mobile natural play project 

• The recommended distances to play facilities for different age groups 
(which are in the SPG) should be spelt out as London Plan policy;  under 
5's within 100 metres of home, 5-11 year olds within 400 metres of home, 
12+ within 800 metres.  Children need to play within their local 
neighbourhoods and have safe and attractive play spaces within easy 
walking distance of their homes. 

• Children and young people’s unit at GLA 

 

HOUSING 

Key issues are: - Demography, housing stock and affordability, younger and 
older population, retro-fit.  The biggest issue is the lack of social rented housing 
supply (Social rented housing target down from 35% to 24%).  Mixed 
communities are a diversion from this and could undermine it.   

Policy 3.3 Housing targets 

Target of 33,400 additional homes per year compares with SHMA (Strategic 
Housing Market Assessment) 32,600 figure, so capacity might appear in excess 
of requirement.  However, we consider that the SHMA figure of 32,600 is an 
underestimate of need and that there will remain a gap between capacity and 
requirement.  The housing target is well below midpoint (38,900) in the NHPAU 
33,100- 44,700 range.  Housing waiting lists are steadily increasing, and the 
London Plan’s aspirations do not fulfill the need nor address the scale of the 
problem and are not aligned with the evidence base.  

In current market and given infrastructure costs, delivering this capacity will be 
challenging, especially given anticipated reductions in Government investment 
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for housing, transport and social infrastructure. Deliverability must be tested at 
the Examination in Public.  

The GLA MUST impose bold social rented housing quotas on developers and 
boroughs, to meet the urgent delivery of housing for those who need it most. Far 
more housing should be social housing, to meet the London Plan’s vision of an 
improved standard of living for all Londoners. Boroughs must not be given the 
choice to set lower targets.  

Decreases in housing targets for Newham and Tower Hamlets, together with 
demographic under-counting (Office National Statistics October 2009 found 22% 
more people in London than the government had estimated), mean greater 
pressure on housing in boroughs with large numbers of BAME people.   How 
much of the population increase will require affordable housing? 

The London Plan initial proposals had this to say in paragraph 106: 

“The substantial long term needs highlighted by the SMHA are being 
compounded by the current economic situation, with a likely significant reduction 
in housing output, especially in the private sector, constrained private sector 
finance, and a possible reduction in affordable housing resources in the medium 
term.”  The implications of this are not addressed in the draft London Plan.   

There isn’t a housing market now, but there is no evidence in the London Plan of 
movement towards a new housing model.  We requested the GLA assess the 
ability of different house building models to deliver the amount of affordable 
housing required to meet future need and the backlog of need, and the ability of 
the model to prevent the displacement and dispersal of existing communities. 

Research note: The draft London Plan places a great deal of weight on ‘property-led 
regeneration’.  Simultaneously, the boroughs are responsible for developing holistic 
(area-based) regeneration strategies for the ‘regeneration areas’.  One of the main 
weaknesses of the draft Plan is the lack of connection between these two approaches to 
regeneration.  
 
Perhaps the most telling criticism of property-led regeneration is that the market will only 
be able to deliver the objectives of urban policy during boom periods in the land and 
property market cycles (Healey et al, 1992, p19).  Although this approach has been 
successful in terms of physically transforming large parts of London during the economic 
and property boom, the current economic situation calls for very different measures. 

The most sensible approach to addressing housing need (for low cost rented 
homes) in the capital would be to invest extensively in building public (council) 
homes and this should be emphasised in the London Plan. 

There is also a need for new funding and delivery models for affordable housing.  
These need to examine how affordable housing is financed and how to deliver far 
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higher numbers of affordable housing to meet local needs.  Shelter’s Building 
Blocks – Exploring ways to deliver more affordable homes in the economic 
downtown (May 2009) is a useful contribution to some of the measures that are 
needed.  Innovative delivery mechanisms such as Community Land Trusts are 
required and should be mentioned.  Models from European countries where 
renting and/or co-operatives are the norm should be carefully considered.  

Policy 3.4 Optimising housing potential [Density]  

Moving from maximising density to optimising density is helpful and paragraph 
3.22 makes clear that questions of density are not an end in themselves and lists 
a range of other issues including design, local character, and availability of social 
infrastructure.  However, there remains a practical problem with how the policy is 
being interpreted which must be addressed in policy terms. 

The density matrix needs to be challenged for the absence of social 
infrastructure from the model  and because ever more schemes are exceeding 
the matrix maximum according to the 2009 Annual Monitoring Report. 

Density levels must be sensitive to the needs of all communities and all 
communities must have the facility to live in all parts of London,  

Policy 3.5 Quality and design  

Poor space standards have characterised new market homes.  Therefore, 
applying minimum space standards to all tenures in new development (and not 
just affordable housing) is welcome and needs to be enforced. There must also 
be the highest standards for external amenity.  We consider housing amenity 
space should be protected in the same way as the policy to protect back 
gardens, because “housing amenity space is the back gardens of inner London”.  
We propose that the policy against infill development when it comes to back 
gardens should be applied equally to green space within housing estates. 

Policy 3.8 Housing choice  

The opportunity to add the guidance on bedroom size mix from the Housing SPG 
into London Plan policy has been missed. Policy should have incorporated 
targets for 3B+ and 4B+ homes.  We propose the 3-bedroom plus target be 
raised immediately to 50% and a new study be carried out to provide up-to-date 
evidence of need for additional family sized homes in London specifying also 
requirements for larger than 3-bedroom sized properties. 

The policy encourages dedicated provision for student housing in 3.8B (g) and 
paragraphs 3.44 – 3.45.  Our concern is that the extensive development of 
neighbourhoods near to Universities with purpose built student accommodation , 
as for example South Bank University at the Elephant and Castle and City 
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University at Clerkenwell, uses valuable land which should be used for social 
rented housing. 
 
The policy is weak on protecting and enhancing housing for the older person.  
The demographic evidence is compelling that London will have a growing older 
population for some decades.  For	  example,	  the	  demand	  for	  care	  services	  in	  
London	  can	  be	  expected	  to	  increase	  because	  of:	  
 a	  substantial	  increase	  in	  London’s	  population	  aged	  85	  and	  over.	  Numbers	  will	  
increase	  by	  54	  per	  cent,	  from	  108,000	  in	  2003	  to	  166,000	  in	  2028.	  
 the	  ageing	  of	  people	  from	  black	  and	  minority	  ethnic	  communities.	  	  
 poor	  health	  among	  disadvantaged	  groups,	  and	  the	  particular	  demands	  of	  people	  
with	  dementia.	  
 
The problem is exacerbated by the closure in the last 2 decades of much 
sheltered housing and we express concern at the continuation of this trend.  
Many older people want to be able to move to progressively more supported 
housing while remaining in their immediate localities where they have friends and 
family networks and this should be a dimension of the 'lifetime neighbourhood' 
concept. The demographic and quality-of-life imperatives are very strong on this 
matter.   
	  
The	  Chartered	  Institute	  for	  Housing	  has	  recently	  published	  “Housing,	  health	  and	  
care”	  a	  report	  that	  demonstrates	  that	  when	  health,	  social	  care	  and	  housing	  services	  
work	  together	  they	  can	  make	  sure	  people	  with	  ongoing	  health	  and	  care	  needs	  live	  in	  
better	  conditions,	  stay	  independent	  as	  long	  as	  possible	  and	  avoid	  more	  costly	  
hospitalisation	  and	  residential	  care.	  	  The	  London	  Plan	  should	  be	  informed	  by	  a	  
detailed	  study	  of	  the	  future	  housing	  needs	  of	  older	  people	  in	  London,	  linked	  to	  
health	  and	  care	  issues	  and	  including	  assessments	  of	  need	  for	  supported	  and	  
sheltered	  housing.	  	  This	  research	  does	  not	  appear	  to	  be	  in	  hand.	  
 
High	  land	  and	  property	  prices	  in	  London	  have	  resulted	  in	  the	  underdevelopment	  of	  
care	  homes	  and	  insufficient	  care	  home	  places	  to	  meet	  demand.	  	  	  Far	  more	  older	  
people	  live	  in	  care	  homes	  outside	  their	  home	  borough	  in	  London	  than	  elsewhere:	  49	  
per	  cent	  in	  inner	  London,	  31	  per	  cent	  in	  outer	  London,	  and	  just	  14	  per	  cent	  in	  
England	  as	  a	  whole.	  
	  
Care	  home	  fees	  in	  London	  are	  higher	  than	  the	  average	  for	  England	  –	  reflecting	  in	  
part	  these	  high	  costs	  of	  land	  and	  property.	  There	  is	  therefore	  an	  incentive	  for	  
individuals	  and	  local	  authorities	  to	  buy	  cheaper	  places	  in	  care	  homes	  in	  other	  parts	  
of	  the	  country.	  	  Older	  Londoners	  are	  more	  likely	  than	  anyone	  else	  in	  the	  country	  to	  
take	  up	  a	  place	  in	  a	  home	  outside	  their	  borough	  boundaries	  and	  outside	  London	  
altogether.	  There	  is	  concern	  that	  many	  older	  Londoners	  are	  being	  denied	  the	  choice	  
of	  a	  care	  home	  close	  to	  family,	  friends	  and	  familiar	  surroundings	  because	  of	  cost	  
considerations.	  
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Alternatives	  to	  residential	  care	  –	  for	  example,	  extra	  care	  housing	  and	  other	  
supported	  housing,	  new	  models	  of	  home	  care,	  and	  intermediate	  care	  -‐	  are	  also	  in	  
short	  supply	  in	  London.	  	  There	  is	  a	  significant	  lack	  of	  extra	  care	  housing	  in	  inner	  
London,	  mainly	  because	  of	  the	  shortage	  of	  suitable	  sites	  for	  development.	  Inner	  
London	  has	  25.9	  units	  per	  1,000	  older	  people	  (just	  8.5	  per	  cent	  of	  which	  are	  
leasehold	  or	  privately	  rented).	  In	  outer	  London	  there	  are	  39.1	  units	  per	  1,000	  older	  
people	  (17.4	  per	  cent	  leasehold/privately	  rented);	  and	  in	  England	  44.1	  (24.4	  per	  
cent).	  	  This	  means	  that	  most	  of	  London’s	  older	  people	  with	  care	  needs	  have	  limited	  
options,	  dominated	  by	  care	  homes	  or	  conventional	  home	  care	  services.	  
	  
Planning	  barriers,	  especially	  the	  absence	  of	  clear	  guidance	  from	  the	  London	  Plan,	  
are	  a	  major	  hurdle	  for	  the	  development	  of	  extra	  care	  housing	  in	  London.	  “All	  extra	  
care	  developers	  report	  that	  planning	  is	  the	  single	  largest	  obstacle	  they	  face,”	  says	  
the	  Kings	  Fund	  report	  (The	  Business	  of	  Caring:	  King’s	  Fund	  Inquiry	  into	  care	  services	  
for	  older	  people	  in	  London	  2005	  and	  Trends	  in	  the	  London	  Care	  Market	  King’s	  Fund	  
2005)	  
 
We	  propose	  the	  following	  additions	  to	  Policy	  3.8:-‐	  
	  
Strategic	  
The	  London	  Plan	  should	  map	  the	  availability	  of	  sheltered	  housing,	  care	  homes	  and	  
extra	  care	  housing	  per	  1000	  older	  people	  in	  London	  and	  set	  borough	  targets	  in	  
areas	  of	  deficiency.	  
	  
The	  London	  Plan	  should	  provide	  the	  strategic	  lead	  whereby	  local	  authorities	  and	  
their	  PCT	  partners	  develop	  capital	  investment	  plans	  on	  a	  pan-‐London	  and/or	  a	  sub-‐
regional	  basis.	  This	  will	  help	  to	  ensure	  that	  new	  care	  homes	  and	  extra	  care	  housing	  
are	  located	  where	  the	  need	  is	  rather	  than	  where	  land	  is	  cheapest.	  
 
LDF’s	  	  
Add	  under	  e)	  A	  high	  priority	  is	  given	  to	  the	  protection	  of	  existing	  sheltered	  housing	  
schemes	  and	  the	  development	  of	  new	  care	  homes	  and	  extra	  care	  housing	  in	  those	  
parts	  of	  London	  where	  the	  current	  supply	  is	  insufficient	  to	  meet	  the	  needs	  and	  
preferences	  of	  older	  Londoners.	  
	  

Policy 3.10 Mixed and Balanced Communities.  

We are very opposed to this policy because (a) the terms “mixed” and “balanced” 
are not defined (b) it is utterly inconsistent that 'mix' be imposed upon working 
class communities where council renting is predominant (with consequent loss of 
affordable housing capacity) while there is no equivalent proposal to impose 'mix' 
on predominantly owner-occupied areas, and (c) the benefits to be gained from 
such mixing are not supported by the evidence. 
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In many council estates the call for the insertion of other tenures is seen by many 
as threatening to the supply of affordable rented housing and as condescending.  
It is often based on stereotypes in which it is assumed that council tenants are 
idle folk who need role models, weak organisers who would benefit from more 
educated community leaders and so on.  It is an insult.  There is no evidence 
base to support this insertion and the assumption that poorer people benefit from 
the 'social mix' which is intended to result has been the subject of very severe 
academic criticism1. 
 
Furthermore, in our experience, the link between tenure and the supposed 
attributes of residents is weak and full of surprises: 

• Council estates in London often have professionals etc among their 
established tenants; they are not (or not yet) the residual housing just for 
the most deprived;  

• Leaseholders on council estates or nearby private blocks (and the private 
tenants to whom they may let flats or rooms) are often noisier and more 
disruptive than the stereotypes assume. 

 
Thus:- 
We propose that at least section B in Policy 3.10 be deleted.  We further propose 
that the entire policy should be deleted pending research which might form the 
basis for an evidence-based replacement.  Many consequential adjustments 
would be needed in other parts of the Plan.  For example, we propose an 
increase in the targets for social rented housing in ‘Opportunity Areas’ in outer 
London to balance the number of owner-occupiers.   

We requested in July 2009 that the GLA should research what has been the 
impact of the current housing model/ current housing policies in the London Plan 
on the quality of life of the existing residential communities in and near the 
Opportunity Areas, identifying the types which have been most and least 
effective in meeting London Plan objectives.  Such evidence does not seem to 
have been gathered. 

Policy 3.11 Affordable Housing definition 
 
Intermediate homes aim to provide an affordable alternative, but we would raise 
questions about how affordable they really are.  For an income of £35,600, 
housing costs are estimated to be £830 monthly or £190 a week.  In February 
2009, 10,060 shared ownership Housing Association homes in London were 
unsold and empty.  We disagree with the new higher threshold of £72,000 
household income to qualify for intermediate units. 

                                                
1 Cheshire, P (2007)   Segregated communities and mixed communities: a critical analysis, York: Joseph 
Rowntree Foundation and Cheshire, P (2009)   Policies for Mixed Communities: Faith-Based 
Displacement Activity?, International Regional Science Review 32: 343 
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Student housing being counted as affordable housing needs to be watched 
carefully.  Student housing shouldn’t be included as part of what is counted as 
affordable housing. 

Policy 3.12 Affordable Housing 

50,000 affordable homes over 3 years target from housing strategy has been 
reduced in policy 3.12A  to 13,200 per year or  39,600 over 3 years – a reduction 
of  over 20%.  The figure is also below the SHMA estimate of a requirement that 
18,200 homes a year should be affordable.  

The Plan therefore indirectly sets a new affordable target of 13,200 per annum 
out of total housing supply of 33,380 = 39.5% compared with the existing 50% 
target.  

Para 3.59 then refers to a proposed 60/40 split between social rent and 
intermediate – so current 50% market; 35% social rent; 15% intermediate tenure 
split, in effect becomes 60% market; 24% social rent and 16% intermediate. The 
new social rent: intermediate split is not justified with reference to the SHMA, 
which actually would support an 80:20 split (80% social rented).  Overall then 
there is no evidence base for the London Plan’s shifts in housing policy. 

We propose the reinstatement of the 50% affordable housing contribution, and 
the 70% social rented, 30% intermediate housing split.  

The setting of borough affordable targets is to be left substantially to boroughs. It 
is unclear whether these benchmarks will disaggregate between social rent and 
intermediate – the figures put to boroughs to date do not.  In having no explicit 
target in the Plan other than the reference to 13,200 affordable homes a year 
(and dropping the existing 50% target), the Mayor will have a weak basis to 
object to any lower target set by a borough.  

References to economic viability and future resources (Policy 3.12C (f) and para 
3.61) will also encourage boroughs to set targets lower than those required to 
meet housing needs.   Given the importance of affordable housing provision the 
Plan should not allow developers to avoid the targets for affordable housing 
through ‘development viability’. Often a developer will plead for a reduced quota 
using the Toolkit, but if the scheme is refused they will come back with a revised 
and still viable scheme that meets the targets. The targets do not necessarily 
jeopardise development.  
 
The toolkit is presented as evidence of the necessity to provide fewer affordable 
units yet the public never sees these confidential figures. This is a flaw in the 
openness of the process and gives private evidence too much sway. It is our 
view that the targets should be binding and we propose the ‘viability’ clauses 
deleted.  If schemes are non-viable with substantial social rented housing 
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content, then land values will have to fall or schemes may have to wait. 

The statement that boroughs can state targets in either absolute or percentage 
terms will reduce the Mayor’s ability to compare borough targets, monitor outputs 
in relation to targets and insist on performance. This is not strategic. 

Borough targets are negotiable and could change year on year.  Concern has 
been expressed that the replacement of the strategic targets might provide 
developers with little certainty and clarity.  This is enhanced by having 3 year 
numerical targets in a Plan to 2031. 

We propose the London Plan should set out the number of ‘affordable homes’ 
needed each year as well as the percentage target, and the number required 
should meet the backlog of need as well as the current need. 

Policy 3.13 Negotiating affordable housing targets on individual sites. 

We note that this policy refers to maximising affordable housing compared with 
optimising housing provision in general.   
 
This policy is weaker than the existing London Plan (2008), as the London wide 
50% target is now abandoned and the main reference point for site specific 
negotiations would be the boroughs’ own locally determined targets.  
Negotiations on individual schemes would therefore focus on development 
viability and not on whether 50% affordable output was achievable with or without 
public subsidy from the HCA or another source. The Mayor’s position in 
responding to proposals for no grant/ no or low affordable housing schemes 
would be weaker than at present. 

Policy 3.15 Existing Housing 

The London Plan 2008 policy 3A.15 prevents loss of housing including affordable 
housing. By contrast, the replacement Policy 3.15B states that loss of housing 
[i.e. existing housing], including affordable housing should be allowed if 
replacement is at existing or higher densities. 

We propose there should be no loss of social rented homes in any regeneration 
scheme and where additional housing is built this should comprise no more than 
50% market housing. 

Housing targets should be for net additional homes and avoid counting homes 
that have been rebuilt following demolition.   

Proposal of new policy to fund ‘retrofit’ housing projects 
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There need to be cross references on retro-fit with Policy 5.4 in the Climate 
Change chapter; the housing chapter says nothing when it should provide targets 
and a framework for delivery.  The emphasis is on new builds achieving new 
environmental regulations, when it is arguably more important that older buildings 
be adapted to meet these same standards.  

Policy 3.9  Gypsies and travellers 

We propose this policy should set a pan-London target (2007-2017) for new 
caravan pitches of 810 rather than 538.  The proper target includes the urgent 
needs of housed travellers to move onto pitches, as evidenced by the Gypsy and 
Traveller Accommodation Assessment (GTAA).  Most of these housed travellers 
did not choose to live in housing, but the closure of 85 caravan pitches and no 
new development have left them no option, regardless of the difficulties of house 
dwelling.  Even the higher target caters for only one in six housed families. Land 
for Gypsy and Travellers sites was specifically excluded from London’s Housing 
Capacity Study (2009), so there is no evidence on land availability to judge the 
feasibility of one target or another. 

Gypsies and Travellers are the most excluded groups in London. They are not 
mentioned in Chapter 1 of the London Plan, which provides strategic context, 
and we propose  

Paragraph 1.24 should read 
“Deprivation is also concentrated among London’s Black, Asian, 
Gypsy and Traveller, ethnic minorities and disabled Londoners” 

 
and after Paragraph 1.28:   
“In the case of London’s Gypsies and Travellers there has been a significant 
reduction in authorised sites, impacting on the deprivation and exclusion they 
experience. The population is small, but is recognised as the most excluded 
community in the Capital; and London should be ready to confront the lack of 
authorised sites.” 

Their need for sites is clear and immediate and, in line with Government 
guidance, the London Plan should urge Boroughs to develop sites without delay. 
The current draft fails to do this. 

Support for Gypsies and Travellers springs from the Mayor’s vision and concern 
for the quality of Londoners’ lives. 

 
Policy 3.17 Protection and enhancement of social infrastructure 

This Policy should be addressing the social and community infrastructure 
required in each community to support ‘lifetime neighbourhoods’ or sustainable 
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communities.  We are disappointed that Policy 3.17 is not in alignment with 
Policy 7.1 on lifetime neighbourhoods and as well as the comments made below, 
we would refer to our evidence made under Policy 7.1. 

We propose the following be included in the Policy:- 

LDF preparation 

• A Social Impact Assessment be carried out in all areas of development / 
regeneration; to include the assessment of the impact of development on 
existing communities, local businesses and the local social infrastructure 
as well as the requirement for new infrastructure to support new housing 

• Standards relating to ongoing management must also be included  

Planning decisions 

• A requirement for an assessment of the environmental impact of 
developments that include: the environmental costs of transporting 
materials and labour compared to using local labour and materials 
[transport distance], and that also considers the longevity and adaptability 
of designs. 

 
We propose that Policy 3.17 includes a list of the appropriate facilities that must 
be considered in the LDF’s assessment of social infrastructure including 
reference to community premises, places of worship and the infrastructure 
needed to support an ageing population.  In Policy 3.17 C the requirement should 
be that these facilities are within easy reach by walking (delete by cycling and 
public transport). 
 
We propose Policy 3.17F is strengthened to give the commitment to a Social 
infrastructure SPG.  Will the infrastructure be in place to support population 
growth?  A concern given that s 106 funds are in decline and the Community 
Infrastructure Levy is likely to be spent on the big projects rather than local 
needs.  
 
The Policy should state that the Social Infrastructure SPG will:- 
a) Identify new ways for communities to access funds to improve social 
infrastructure 
b) Invest in enabling local people to have real involvement in local planning 
decisions, including assessment of social infrastructure needs. 

PROPOSED NEW POLICY PLACES OF WORSHIP 

During the previous review of the London Plan constructive dialogue had been 
undertaken with regards to the needs of faith communities (particularly places of 
worship) and how this could be incorporated into the London Plan. The response 
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was Policy 3A.18 ‘Protection and enhancement of social infrastructure and 
community facilities’ to address provision for places of worship, and a 
commitment to the production of Supplementary Planning Guidance addressing 
the needs of Faith Communities. 
 
Independent Consultants were commissioned to produce a report ‘Responding to 
the Needs of Faith Communities: Places of Worship’. The consultation process 
received input from across the various faith communities, especially the ‘black 
led churches’ highlighting the extreme difficulties that is currently experienced by 
them in terms of not only securing suitable premises but also obtaining the 
permission to operate current premises.  This report made recommendations for 
incorporation into the London Plan.   
 
The Draft Replacement London Plan unfortunately does not include places of 
worship under any specific policy. In addition it is unclear as to whether 
Supplementary Planning Guidance that deals with this specific issue will be 
produced.  

Faith communities seek the following changes to the London Plan which will 
provide a framework to positively address the difficulties in securing space and 
provision for Places of Worship:- 

-  the policy to protect and enhance social infrastructure and community facilities, 
should include Places of Worship 

-  reference to the CAG report "Responding to the needs of Faith Communities: 
Places of Worship" (commissioned by the GLA) and its recommendations as an 
important source of guidance for borough planning officers in Local Development 
Framework preparation 

-  recognition of the vital role of faith communities in supporting social cohesion 

- cross-reference with policy on the retention and disposal of industrial sites 

Faith communities also have a particular interest in Policy 7.23 Burial spaces and 
these two issues could be considered together at the EiP. 

 

Chapter 4 ECONOMY 

Policy 4.1 Developing London’s economy 

The main thrust of the voluntary and community groups' representation is the 
need for evaluation of alternative economic growth strategies and a more diverse 
approach to economic activity, so that the economic policies in the London Plan 
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really address low wages, poverty and health inequalities, quality of life and 
environmental sustainability. 

There is very little on the voluntary sector contribution to London’s economy, on 
the model of social return on investment and on different ownership models 
(social enterprises, development trusts) and in this respect we strongly support 
the evidence submitted by the LVSC on the Economic Development Strategy 
(EDS) and London Plan.  The green economy is a small section and 
'opportunities for all' a very small section with little policy content.  The 
impression is that the London Plan is not seriously planning for a low carbon 
economy. In these respects we strongly support the evidence being submitted by 
Friends of the Earth and by David Fell. 
 
Whilst many are questioning the old model of unfettered economic growth 
measured in GDP, the GLA see no need for fundamental changes to the 
economy and the London Plan is closing down the debate. 
 
All versions of the London Plan have aimed for growth in Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) or Gross Value Added (GVA), but the twin crises in the economy 
and environment make it imperative that we re-think this way of measuring 
success: 

1. It omits environmental costs and other externalities 
2. It ignores voluntary work and unpaid domestic labour, both of which are 

huge in London 
3. It shows illusory growth where we just pay more for the same goods or 

services - notably housing and other 'positional goods' (Fred Hirsch 1977) 
4. It over-values the work of  (for example) bankers.. 2 
5. It under-values the output of most public service work. 

 
It would bring great kudos to London and to the Mayor if the London Plan were to 
innovate by adopting a version of social accounting as a way of showing how 
seriously it is committed to quality of life.  We put this forward as a proposal. 

There is a serious deepening of poverty and inequality in London.  The London 
Plan can and should play a strategic role in bridging the poverty gap by 
improving the viability, skills, productivity and pay in the low wage sectors (retail, 
catering, cleaning, personal care, repair and maintenance) which are at least half 
of the jobs in London.  The London Living Wage should be promoted and both 
the London Plan and the EDS should pay much more attention to reducing 
inequality by improving conditions at the bottom of the income distribution. 

                                                
2 The only GLA research on how GVA is measured seems to have been a 
study which attempts to massage upwards the productivity estimates for 
'financial intermediation' to boost the Crossrail CBA (GLAE WP23 2007). For 
a contrasting approach see Steed et al (2009).  
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All the Mayor's strategies share an approach to the economic crisis which we 
regard as wrong. The common Evidence Base presents (in fig ) a number of 
expert forecasts, all of which acknowledge and foresee a major downturn 
followed by renewed growth.  The same figure shows that the strategies have 
chosen to ignore the crisis and plan on the basis of uninterrupted growth. 

The planning team defend their decision by saying (a) that there would be severe 
damage caused by under-estimating infrastructure needs if optimistic forecatsts 
turned out right and the plan had ben based on pessimistic forecasts, and (b) that 
one role of the plans is as a basis for negotiating funds with government, so it 
helps to have high levels of need embodied in the plan. 

In our view these strategies of 2010 (LP, EDS. TfL) can serve Londoners best by 
acknowledging the severity of the economic crisis and focusing on how to build 
recovery, protect the vulnerable and take advantage of any special opportunities 
which the crisis may present. We consider the present draft London Plan not fit 
for purpose and would like to see it sent back for re-working on more pessimistic 
economic assumptions, or at least with both optimistic and pessimistic scenarios 
included. Since the planners have suceeded in reviewing the plan every few 
years, forecasting mistakes can be picked up in the next revision. 

The GLA held an alternative economic scenarios seminar in the summer but it 
was a “closed” event and the feedback we have is that the focus was narrow, 
only looking at small differences in growth rates as sketched in the IIA. This does 
not meet the requirement. 
 
Diversification of the economy makes a limited appearance in the London Plan. It 
is noted that New York is responding to the economic crisis by diversifying its 
economy through higher education growth and high-tech new economies like 
London but also 'through regulation and investment in green industries - 
construction, engineering, architecture - as many as 20,000 jobs will be created 
over the next few years' (New Statesman Metropolis Now 22 October 2009). The 
'green enterprise district' is welcomed but its principles and goals need to be 
spelled out in the Plan and apply to the whole of London to be a viable 
alternative.  
 
The strategy remains too concentrated on the private sector and financial 
services. It consolidates the growth of office based developments in central 
London when the previous Plan had a higher % of office space in Outer London. 
 
This chapter is complemented by the Economic Development Strategy (EDS) 
and we propose clearer cross-referencing.  References to the London Living 
Wage in the EDS, which we consider most positive, cannot be found in the 
London Plan and we propose at the very least that the London Living Wage is 
referenced. 
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4.7 Retail and town centre development  
As discussed in Chapter 2, we object to the over-centralisation of town centres 
rather than the development and improvement of local and neighbourhood 
centres.    
 
The Town Centres seem to have been created ‘top-down’, where the criteria for 
nominating new centres is their ‘capacity requirements’ or simply a figure for 
permitted retail development based on population growth (household expenditure 
para 4.38).  
 
What is missing is the mention of the socio-economic character of these areas 
and an intention to correlate proposed changes with the needs and character of 
the local population, perhaps affected by poverty and needing access to 
particular goods, jobs, housing and an improved environment. The ‘role and 
function’ of a town centre is referred to in policy 4.7 but as a guidance. 

We propose the London Plan could give more concrete definitions about the “role 
and function” of a town centre, as these issues are considered controversial and 
may cause confusions among local authorities dealing with these issues. 
Boroughs may need to benefit from the expertise and knowledge of the GLA. The 
Plan, according to its general aims, could either say that the “role and function” is 
defined according to socio-economic characteristics, land uses, actual activities 
or some supply/demand characteristics; or, simply refer to relevant chapters of 
the PPG4. 

A deliberate invitation to new large store developments, and a corresponding rise 
in rental values, could mean the loss of its existing shops and services and 
therefore retail diversity. The rise in rents is capable of creating price rises and 
exclusion, leading those residents who cannot afford to use the new centre 
having to travel further afield themselves.  
 
We propose the following principles be added to the Town Centres policy: 
 

• The community should appear in the Plan as partners, as for the 
regeneration areas, to steer aspects of the strategy.  Without strong local 
support and ownership of town centre expansion, particularly from local 
businesses and traders who know who their customers are, these centres 
will not achieve the aim of ‘lifetime neighbourhoods’.  

 
• Town Centre development should principally serve the needs of the 

current population and their growth should not cause displacement.  
 

•   Boroughs should seek to provide affordable local retail property and set 
maximum quotas for particular retail uses by area, or by centre, where  

   the retail mix is threatened.  
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• There should also be a strong protection and support of community leisure 
amenities and facilities that are open to all, preventing the temptation for 
Councils to dispose of their amenities when prices rise. Housing should be 
mixed and suitable for all sizes of household, including families with 
children. 

 
Town centre policies should tie in with the retail diversity and small shops policies 
in the following sections. All these measures would serve to prevent an 
unchecked expansion that pushes more vulnerable people into areas further 
afield where they cannot benefit from their own neigbourhood’s new 
opportunities.          
 
Policy 4.8 Successful and diverse retail sector  
Note: We think there is merit in the report ‘A Balance of Trade’ (Royal Borough of 
Kensington and Chelsea) and suggest this should inform the strengthening of the 
policies concerning Town Centres, retail diversity and small shops.  
 
Policy 4.8 contains some of the elements that are needed but it must be 
strengthened. 
 
The planning system is critical in keeping high streets and local shopping 
parades thriving and diverse. Retail diversity is not only about the types of goods 
available in a neighbourhood, it needs to acknowledge the importance of choice 
between the size and type of shop or store ie independently-owned / family-run / 
specialised / small chain store / large chain store and to ensure a functional 
balance of these. 
 
A growing green economy and more environmentally conscious habits are likely 
to create a bigger market for local shopping and local supplies, which also 
underlines the need for the protection of the independent retail sector. 
 
Preservation of the well-functioning parts of a neighbourhood is necessary, 
preventing new businesses swallowing up established businesses which play an 
important part in the local economy, employment and have a social function in an 
area (referred to in para 4.48). The protection of the existing affordable shops in 
deprived areas is also part of a sustainable pattern of provision. 
 
Protection of an established network of retail businesses requires a thorough 
knowledge of a centre’s retail character including its spatial character and the 
recording of it by boroughs in ‘health checks’. These assessments must however 
also recognise the socio-economic character of the neighbourhood and link shop 
provision with customer demands and needs. This is the “qualitative need 
assessment” of PPS 4, which deals with consumer choice, appropriate 
distribution of facilities and the needs of those living in deprived areas and which 
provides assessment tools for authorities to evaluate local conditions and to 
produce adequate policies.   
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The recognition in the policy of the above issues is important if it is to inform 
Town Centre development, where there is a principle of diversity, and be relevant 
to Climate Change, equality and sustainability principles. 
 
We suggest the following amendments: 
 
Strategic (rewritten) 
  
‘The Mayor will and boroughs and other stakeholders should support a 
successful, competitive and diverse retail sector which  
 

a) recognises the need to balance independent and local stores with 
  chain store and superstores. 
  
b) contributes to a sustainable environment  
 
c) 	  	   	   promotes car-free access to the goods and services that Londoners 
   need 
 
d) supports the broader objectives of employment and ‘lifetime 
   neighbourhoods’ in the Plan. 
 
e) informs Town Centre spatial structure in the Plan. 

 
The Mayor will create retail assessment procedures which boroughs can use as 
part of their tools for tackling poverty, deprivation and inequalities.      

 
LDF’s should (add to policy): 
 

• Research and map the character of retail areas, including their socio-
economic character, through ‘health checks’. 

 
• Resist ‘planning creep’ or ‘planning by stealth’, whereby a street of A1 uses 

is cumulatively turned into a street of A3 uses. 
 

• Set maximum quotas for particular uses by area, or by centre, where  
     the retail mix is threatened.  

 
• Impose trading restrictions where absence of protection would threaten the 

long-term vitality of the area. 
 
Planning Decisions 
 
Boroughs should: 
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Promote consultation between developers, retailers and residents at all stages of 
a major retail development to establish the optimum mix of uses and unit sizes, 
and designs appropriate for the neighbourhood. 
 
Negotiate ‘Section 106 Agreements’, whereby the presence of a major store or 
stores is offset by a levy to support independent retailers located nearby. 
 
 
PROPOSED NEW POLICY: LONDON’S STREET AND COVERED MARKETS 
 
Policy 4.8 refers to, but does not include policy on, London’s markets and this is 
a serious omission.  
 
The present wording of policy 4.8 B(e) is too vague and suggests that markets 
are only valuable where they draw shoppers into retail centres. The use of the 
term ‘enhancing their offer’ is the language of development and is not an 
appropriate recognition of a market’s role in a local community. 
 
The term ‘strategic market’ referred to in paragraph 4.47 seems to mean a tourist 
attraction. But other markets are ‘strategic’ for other reasons, for example 
Queen’s Market because of its key role in providing affordable food for the local 
population.  
 
Many cases of market redevelopment show the lack of understanding of markets 
and the belief that wholesale ‘regeneration’ can replace a viable market. This is 
why the benefits of markets need to be spelled out in policy. 
 
Street markets and covered markets must be individually recognised, protected 
and supported in the London Plan by a specific policy that includes:- 
 
1. Recognition of street and covered markets as a) a source of healthy food b) a 
source of cheap food c) a social benefit d) a source of independent business and 
local supply e) providing local employment f) providing casual employment g) an 
opportunity for start-up businesses.  
 
2. A list of Safeguarded Street Markets 
 
3. Development proposals affecting street and covered markets must be subject 
to full local consultation with the traders and shoppers themselves to assess the 
implications of any proposals for their trade, as they are the key stakeholders. 
4. Low rental values are a key element to safeguard markets and there needs to 
be a mechanism to achieve this.  
 
5. Boroughs should seek to retain ownership of established markets to preserve 
their accountability to residents.  Markets are in a sense a public amenity as well 
as a collection of small traders. 
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Policy 4.9 SMALL SHOPS 
 
The Mayor’s promised policy to provide small shop units in new development is 
welcomed, however we suggest that this policy contains too many caveats and 
needs to be strengthened.  
 
Affordable retail premises are just as important as affordable commercial 
premises in other sectors and their provision should be similar to that of 
affordable housing, to benefit local less-well-off populations and prevent their 
displacement.  
 
It is an anomaly in paragraph 4.50 that the low rent values in an area are seen as 
a reason not to replace low-rent units. If a developer moves into such an area the 
likely (and for the developer deliberate) result is that rents are pushed up. All the 
more reason for the existing low rent units to be replaced at the same rent levels.    
 
Small shops are a vital part of London’s retail life and have many positive 
aspects for a community that large chain stores do not. They are a fundamental 
part of ‘lifetime neighbourhoods’.  
 
For years now, extensive work has charted the effects of the decline of small 
shops and the takeover of the large corporates across the country.  It is now 
critical that this knowledge is incorporated into London’s long-term policy and not 
brushed away by the development lobby. This will conform with the Plan’s aims 
for sustainability, environmental soundness, diversity, tackling inequality, access 
to employment. The benefits of small local independent shops versus chain retail 
are summarised as follows: 
 

- a flexible link with local services and production, which is not the case for 
large stores with centralized distribution. 

 
- their use as start-ups. This is in contrast to the high-rent often large units 

seen throughout corporate development schemes which so often require 
long leases without the flexibility to try out a new business and which are 
therefore most favourable to corporate retailers. 

 
- the provision of local employment and offering casual employment  

 
- their social function within a neighbourhood allowing people to know and be 

familiar with each other  
 

- their individuality, giving character and ownership to areas  
 
We suggest that the policy reads as follows: 
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Strategic 
 
In considering proposals for large retail developments, the Mayor will seek  
contributions through planning  obligations to support the provision of  
affordable shop units suitable for small or independent retailers.  
 
(delete “where appropriate feasible and viable”) 
 
In LDF preparation boroughs should: 

 
-  confirm their support for, and recognise the wider importance of, small 
shops and shop units. 

 
In planning decisions boroughs should: 
 

-  give full recognition to the shops and small businesses, however few, that 
might be lost where new development is proposed (this is tied into the Health 
Check research, or a borough’s up-to-date retail map in policy 4.8). 

 
-  require, through a Section 106 agreement, that developers gift a proportion 
of small units in a new retail development to the Council to manage as 
affordable retail units, in the same way that developers construct housing 
units for registered social landlords to house low-income residents. 

 
- or, require the replacement of the units lost through development, be 

these on-site or off-site, whichever is more approporiate for the needs of 
the local community  

 
- Encourage the retention of existing, and entry of new, shops having a 

ground floor-space (net) of less than 80 sq. metres in their shopping 
centres.  Small shops should be specifically defined as those having a 
ground floor space (net) of less than 80 sq. metres. (860 sq. feet). 

 
- Negotiate a ‘Section 106 Agreement’, whereby the presence of a major 

store or stores is offset by a levy to support independent retailers located 
nearby  

Policy 4.10 New and emerging economic sectors 

The new Plan does refer to a low carbon economy but not very strategically.  
There are references to retro-fitting the building stock under new and emerging 
sectors, but we propose this should be much more substantial. For London to 
reduce its building-energy needs radically the main task will be transforming the 
old stock of buildings.  This will require re-training those who work in construction 
- from large contractors down to SMEs and the one-person local tradesman, 
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working out good DIY strategies, and planning the logistics of supply. It is a 
massive challenge and - although national government will have to deliver fiscal 
incentives, the GLA and boroughs could and should get started.  There is no sign 
of it yet. 

Policy on higher education and the knowledge economy is over stated.   

We propose this section of the London Plan should promote the ability of the 
component parts of the economy to contribute to a green London economy, to 
economic recovery and to the reduction of poverty, including 

• local sourcing of food  
• the number of new green collar jobs in utilities  
• low carbon retailing  
• business services geared towards a green economy  
• the need for innovation (leading to productivity improvement and thus 

potentially to higher pay) in low-tech sectors, from care homes to car 
repairs 

The Outer London Commission found the outer London boroughs had not done 
research work on different economic sectors.  We requested the GLA in July 
2009 to commission this research; we consider its absence leaves the economic 
policies weak as they lack a proper evidence base, sector by sector.  

We propose inclusion of a raft of measures that promote the development of 
healthy local economic activity thus reducing the need to travel and contributing 
to the target to reduce carbon emissions:-  

• especially putting jobs closer to homes and supporting the concept of 
sustainable communities.   

• focusing attention on the bottom of the town centres hierarchy (including 
corner shops, post offices, surgeries etc) rather than the top,  

• including self-employment and working from home,  
• facilitating productivity growth and greening in these activities  

Such measures will not only integrate economic policy with climate change 
(chapter 5) but also with the other key imperatives of social infrastructure 
(chapter 3) and lifetime neighbourhoods (chapter 7).  
 
We should especially point out that the key mechanism through which urban 
regeneration and social housing have been realised in recent decades has been 
credit-funded schemes in which inflated open-market housing selling prices could 
cross-subsidise them. That mechanism is broken or severely damaged and the 
need will be to look at the potentiality of non-profit, co-op and social enterprises 
which have a demonstrable capacity to meet social needs outside the market 
(see the evidence of LVSC and the Development Trusts Association). 
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Policy 4.12 Improving opportunities for all 
BME communities are statistically twice as likely to be unemployed.  Also 75% of 
blind and partially sighted people are not in work, and women’s employment 
rates are markedly lower in London compared to the rest of the UK.  Clearly the 
pursuit of unfettered growth without properly considering the consequences for 
women, the disabled and BME communities is not working.  There is a 
concentration of poverty in BME populations but economic policies focus on 
industries which are not substantially populated by BME people.  
 
We support the proposal of the Women’s Design Service that a strategy to 
address barriers to women’s participation in employment should be developed.  
This should include more support for positive measures to increase part-time and 
flexible work opportunities, and address the need for local good quality business 
space, as well as greater support for home workers.  Barriers inherent in current 
public transport infrastructure must also be addressed – see our comments in the 
Transport chapter.  Affordable child care is also a key factor.  
 
Older people are not mentioned in relation to employment opportunities.  The 
2006 Mayor’s Older People Strategy Valuing Older People  identified that over 
10% of Londoners of state pension age had paid employment.  We would 
commend the Age Concern London research report A Wealth of Experience 
(2008) with its evidence of how older people are not being reached by 
employment programmes. 
 
As things stand, there seems to be a contradiction between the economic policy 
of “building up centres” and the neighbourhood idea of providing more services 
where people live.  Also missing is recognition of the influential Spirit Level report 
(Richard Wilkinson) which demonstrates how Quality of Life indicators improve 
for everyone (the better off included) when the disparity between rich and poor is 
narrowed. 
 
To	  give	  a	  detailed	  example	  of	  what	  is	  missing,	  there	  is	  no	  mention	  of	  the economic 
infrastructure needed to support an ageing population.  Care	  services	  are	  an	  
important	  component	  part	  of	  the	  economy.	  	  The	  Kings	  Fund	  report	  estimated	  £1.6	  
billion	  was	  spent	  on	  care	  services	  in	  London	  in	  2003/04	  (almost	  three-‐quarters	  of	  
which	  entailed	  public	  sector	  funding).	  This	  will	  considerably	  increase	  over	  the	  next	  
20	  years	  as	  demand	  for	  care	  increases.	  	  (The	  Business	  of	  Caring:	  King’s	  Fund	  Inquiry	  
into	  care	  services	  for	  older	  people	  in	  London	  2005	  and	  Trends	  in	  the	  London	  Care	  
Market	  King’s	  Fund	  2005)	  
	  	  	  
However,	  it	  is	  a	  component	  part	  of	  the	  economy	  that	  is	  not	  well	  supported	  by	  the	  
planning	  system.	  	  The	  consequences	  of	  high	  land	  values	  for	  the	  development	  of	  care	  
homes	  and	  supported	  housing	  are	  covered	  in	  detail	  in	  Policy	  3.8.	  	  There	  is	  another	  
important	  issue,	  that	  of	  workforce	  capacity	  -‐	  low	  wages,	  high	  vacancy	  rates,	  poor	  
skills	  levels.	  	  The	  King’s	  Fund	  report	  cites	  that	  the	  majority	  of	  care	  staff	  are	  still	  
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unqualified.	  	  Staff	  employed	  by	  small	  care	  organisations	  in	  the	  independent	  sector	  
experience	  particular	  difficulties	  in	  accessing	  training	  leading	  to	  National	  Vocational	  
Qualifications	  (NVQs),	  as	  do	  care	  staff	  with	  English	  as	  a	  second	  language.	  	  	  Many	  care	  
service	  managers	  lack	  the	  knowledge	  and	  skills	  required	  to	  expand	  or	  diversify	  
services	  to	  meet	  changing	  demand. 

 

Chapter 5 CLIMATE CHANGE 

Mayor’s Objective 5 and paragraphs 5.1 – 5.12 
The chapter needs to be assessed against the Mayor’s vision for London that it 
“become a world leader in improving the environment locally and globally”.  It 
does acknowledge, at the start of the chapter, “catastrophic change” (para 5.3) 
which will seriously affect the quality of life of all Londoners, particularly 
vulnerable people (para 5.4), but doesn’t go on to give policies to address this.   
 
We are concerned that there are no references to environmental justice and 
environmental inequalities.  For example, there are huge inequalities in the way 
that Londoners access and pay for heating and lighting.  This also applies to 
policies on air quality and open space.  The poorest communities often suffer 
from a much poorer environment.  We propose including Environmental Justice 
in Objective 5, which would signal that the vision for London includes no one 
group experiencing disproportionate environmental impact. 
 
We consider carbon emission targets and a low carbon economy are most 
important.  Objective 1 says the Mayor will drive a low carbon economy.  We 
need the London Plan to provide a vision of what a low carbon (or more 
sustainable) economy will look like in the medium and longer term.  See the UK 
Government paper, Transition to a low carbon society.  Will London be part of a 
low carbon economy or will it be unable to sustain its own energy reductions and 
therefore have to buy carbon credits from other regions? 
 
We propose that the UK Government’s Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS) 
2025 needs to be enshrined in the London Plan. The SDS is so important 
because it says that economic growth has to be within environmental limits.  
 
Policy 5.1 and 5.2 Climate change mitigation  
The use of “seeks to achieve” a reduction in carbon emissions in Policy 5.1 is 
very weak. 
 
We are unclear as to how the target of 60% reduction in carbon emissions by 
2025 is going to be achieved.  It is important that we achieve these targets 
through regular annual decreases in carbon emissions, rather than waiting until 
the last few years to do anything. A steady decrease in emission levels over the 
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next 15 years will drastically reduce the amount of carbon the environment must 
deal with.  
 
Thus, it is important, and we propose, that the Mayor adopts yearly emission 
targets (4% annual target in 2008 Plan) and revises targets according to new 
science and the latest Government advice.   There is also a monitoring issue 
here.  Without interim targets what will the Mayor monitor against?   

The 60% target must be kept under review. There also needs to be an 
assessment of the ability of the component parts of the economy to contribute to 
CO2 reductions to show how targets will actually be met. 

The new Plan is much less prescriptive, which could make it easier for 
developers to get round the requirements.  The sentiments are there, but 
standards, procedures and policy box are weak.  Explanation is also needed of 
how, in order to reach the 60% energy reduction target for London, London will 
achieve 30% of the energy reduction on its own and 30% will be achieved due to 
national policy.   

It is essential that Climate Change is integrated into each chapter of the London 
Plan. However, the Economy, Housing, Transport and Climate Change chapters 
do not appear to be inter-linked in this Plan.  There is a big gap in achieving 
carbon emissions because of the small energy reduction that transport will 
achieve under current policies, which is why transport reduction is so important.   

It is obvious that fewer car journeys are needed; the extension of the congestion 
charge zone might support this aim whereas new bridges and roads are not 
helpful.  The Mayor’s opposition to Heathrow has only been replaced by airport 
expansion elsewhere; London Plan policies should resist increasing air travel and 
reduce existing air travel e.g. internal flights replaced by high speed rail. 

Policy 5.4 Retrofitting 

The Mayor says improving existing buildings is a significant opportunity to help 
meet the 60% carbon emissions reduction (paragraph 5.29).  We agree.  Retro-
fitting can create thousands of jobs and should be one of the drivers for a low 
carbon economy.  However we are given no detail on how retro-fitting will be 
funded/delivered.  We propose that the evidence base includes research on the 
boost that a serious retrofitting programme could make to the small building and 
big building sectors – important component parts of the economy.   

We are referred to the delayed statutory Climate Change Adaptation and 
Mitigation Strategies to provide this detail (paragraph 5.15), but these were not 
available during the public consultation period.  The London Plan needs to be 
fully cross referenced with these strategies when available.  
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The other proposed change we are seeking is to link retro-fitting to environmental 
inequality, and ensure that the hardest to heat homes where poverty is often 
highest are tackled.  Retro-fitting offers a huge potential to address fuel poverty. 

Policy 5.8 Electric vehicles 

Electric vehicles might appear attractive, but they have a strong downside: they 
need a lot of refuelling (plug in every day) and are much more expensive to buy 
and maintain than conventional cars. Replacing the batteries is very expensive. 
The big picture is missing here.  The transport hierarchy that is needed is for 
more people to walk and cycle and then if they need to use the car to use bio-fuel 
or hydrogen fuel cells and only then to look at electric vehicles. 

Policy 5.9 + 5.10 Urban greening 

The aim is to increase the amount of surface area greened in the CAZ by at least 
5% by 2030.  However, the research evidence base in paragraph 5.52 suggests 
a 10% increase is needed to make a significant impact and we propose that this 
higher figure should be sought during the term of the London Plan.  We also 
propose research on the impact that a lower concentration of growth in the centre 
of London would have on reducing the ‘heat island’ and to compare this with the 
Manchester research on the impact of greening (as quoted in paragraph 5.52)/    
 
An extra 2 million trees are promised by 2025 to help combat rising 
temperatures, counter the urban heat island effect and improve air quality.  But a 
mere 1,500 trees were planted between May 2008 and July 2009 (Mayor’s press 
release – BBC news 29 July 2009).  We propose that there should be strategic 
policy to protect existing trees from new development.  

Policy 5.16 + 5.17 Waste Capacity  

There is a huge need for waste deposit sites and we support smaller local waste 
sites whereas the London Plan opts for larger sites (para 5.80).   

A tougher stance is needed on waste recycling.  56% of municipal waste goes to 
landfill sites (para 5.67) mostly outside of London (hence travel distance). To 
aspire to achieve 60% recycling of municipal waste by 2031 is not ambitious at 
all when Switzerland, the Netherlands and Germany already achieve this.  

We propose policy to manage as much of London’s waste in London as possible 
and to ban on sending waste to landfill that can be reused, recycled or 
composted.   
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5.12 + 5.13 Flood risk management 
Given the prevalence of extreme weather conditions more needs to be done to 
minimise and manage flood risk, including promoting sustainable drainage 
across London. 

 

Chapter 6 TRANSPORT 

This is a short chapter, with significant gaps, and it is not satisfactory that you 
have to look at the Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS) to find these gaps.  We 
consider there need to be more policy sections on transport in the London Plan 
and clear cross-referencing with the MTS.  In addition to the comments below, 
we support and include as part of our evidence base the submission on the 
Mayor’s Transport Strategy made by London Civic Forum.    

The London Plan is principally about road-based development which we consider 
a negative stance – 60% carbon reduction requires a very different city to what 
we have now, whereas the London Plan looks like the city we have. 

The option of a sustainable public transport based plan should be positively 
promoted and policies need to be stronger to encourage walking and cycling 
which are better for both health and climate. The draft has fine words but few 
binding policies or commitments to bring essential changes in our transport 
habits.  The big issue is road user charging, but there is no policy statement.  
The text to Policy 6.11 says road user charging may be examined if other 
measures prove unsuccessful.  

Policy 6.1 Strategic approach 

Recently announced decisions to cut back on bus services, while primarily a TfL 
matter, is viewed very negatively indeed in a planning context by Just Space 
member organisations.  The improved services (and usage) of London buses has 
been one of the great achievements of the last decade, of especial benefit to low-
income people and to those who make complex and short suburban journeys 
(many of them women). The proposed cuts will thus be adverse in equalities and 
gender terms, as well as having the obvious environmental damage. 

We also seek the reversal of the decision to defer a number of the plans for step-
free access at tube stations, i.e. to make the tube more accessible.  

We propose that the links between barriers to equality of opportunity and 
transport infrastructure need to be made in Policy 6.1.  Better cross-London bus 
routes and fare structures allowing “trip chaining” (performing a number of 
separate trips throughout the day to fulfill work, caring and family support roles), 
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investment in step-free access at tube stations and safer public transport have 
been identified as significant needs by Women’s Design Groups, for example. 

The Mayor’s objective for transport is that it is “easy, safe and convenient”, and 
so the inadequacy of suburban east-west, cross London public transport routes 
and feelings of being unsafe on night time or quieter routes which affect access 
to  full participation in London life, especially for women, must be addressed. 

We propose the policy should be to maximise the proportion of journeys made by 
sustainable transport modes – walking, cycling and public transport. 

Policy 6.4  + table 6.3 List of transport schemes 

We are concerned that a lot of the schemes are unfunded and therefore their 
deliverability must be in some doubt.  The £5 billion proposed savings in the 
transport budget will have significant implications for the schemes listed in table 
6.3.  We have a specific concern at the proposals for a new road bridge across 
the Thames.   

Policy 6.5 Crossrail 
This asserts the importance of Crossrail to London’s economic regeneration, 
commits the Mayor to seeking developer contributions and raises the possibility 
of a similar approach being used for other transport infrastructure that has a 
strategic economic regeneration role.  Para 6.23 discusses the proposed 
Northern Line extension to Battersea in the context of regeneration in the Nine 
Elms/Battersea Power Station area.  However, although economic regeneration 
will provide new job opportunities, Crossrail will also help to open up these 
opportunities to commuters from the Greater South East, who may be better 
placed than Londoners in deprived areas to benefit from them. 

Policy 6.6 Aviation 

We support the high quality strategic rail schemes in the London Plan.  Rail travel 
should replace domestic air travel and make increased air capacity unnecessary. 
We welcome Mayoral opposition to expansion of Heathrow but policy in favour of 
additional airport capacity should be abandoned, whether the Thames Estuary or 
elsewhere. 

There needs to be cross-referencing with Chapter 7 policies on air and noise 
pollution, particularly given the legal moves afoot on air quality. 

Policy 6.9 Cycling 

A 5% increase in cycling is unambitious when one considers the London Cycling 
Campaign target is 20% for the same period.   
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Policy 6.10 Walking 

The Mayor’s Objective 6 is to actively encourage more walking.  Policy initiatives 
on walking are vague and (compared with cycling) no evidence is presented that 
walking will increase.  The MTS refers to an increase in modal share of just 1% 
over a 20 year period (up from 24% to 25%).   

The text refers to benefits for health (obesity etc) from walking and we propose  
this is included in the policy. 

We also propose that 20 mph home zones should be included in the London 
Plan and consideration given to the policy debate about introducing 20 mph 
across London for all areas. 

We have several comments on Access.  It is very disappointing that the Mayor’s 
Objective 6 does not refer to accessibility and Policy 6.1 only refers to access 
with regards to public transport.  

Street design and shared spaces is a key issue for the blind community.  It is not 
a shared space when it is dangerous for some to enter that space.   

We propose a stop to so-called ‘shared surfaces’ or ‘shared space’ or ‘better 
street’ plans that actually exclude many disabled people – and action to agree a 
better and agreed definition and a universal concept of shared streets which is 
inclusive for all.  On-going research about shared textures, street design and 
sensory impairment should be part of the London plan evidence base. 
 
A more ‘open’ question would ask people about what things would make streets 
better, safer and inclusive, and would provide a definition of what the Mayor’s 
policy of ‘shared space’ is.  Local research and consultation should take place 
with all stakeholder communities before introducing shared space schemes.  

There needs to be funding for local groups of disabled people to be able to 
monitor and work around access issues – and better guidance for local council 
access officers so that they are in touch with and involve disabled people.  The 
proposed reduction in buses would be a further blow to access groups, following 
the deferment of the “Step free access” programme for the tube.  Fewer buses 
mean less space for wheelchairs and buggies.  Buses are more accessible than 
the tube.   

Policy 6.11 Smoothing traffic flow + Policy 6.12 Road Network capacity 

This replaces “tackling congestion” in the 2008 London Plan.  More roads mean 
more traffic and smoothing traffic flow means reducing pedestrian crossing times 
(Mayor’s Traffic Light rephasing).  The amount of road traffic is critical to the 
quality use of the streets. 
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Traffic generating developments should be rejected and the London Plan should 
clearly set out policies for reducing the volume of traffic on London’s roads.  
Health promotion, climate change and its consequences and achieving 
sustainable development could all be addressed by reducing traffic. See for 
example the London Health Observatory on the health benefits of traffic 
reduction. 

PPS 1 says planning authorities should seek to “reduce the need to travel and 
encourage accessible public transport provision to secure more sustainable 
patterns of transport development.  Planning should actively manage patterns of 
urban growth to make the fullest use of public transport.” 

We are concerned at the dropping of climate change related congestion charges 
and the impact this has on revenue. Road user charging would be the biggest 
revenue raiser.  The RAC estimates £2-3 billion would be raised.  The Mayor 
must substitute some alternate ways of reducing traffic/ protecting the 
environment.  A 14% increase in road traffic is forecast, with only a 3% reduction 
as a result of policies.   

We propose that the policy should include the development of road user charging 
as an essential feature of a sustainable transport policy. 

Policy 6.13 Car parking 

We resist policy that supports park and ride schemes in Outer London (these add 
to the numbers making car journeys) and that permits Outer London centres to 
make provision for more car parking in their LDF’s.  More relaxed car parking 
standards will inevitably mean more journeys will be made by car.  Some 
development schemes threaten to be very car-dependent (the proposals for 
Brent Cross/Cricklewood, for example, include 12,000 car parking spaces – see 
chapter 2 Opportunity Areas).  

We propose the following: the use of parking standards to reduce parking 
provision, street design which encourages walking and cycling and ensuring that 
development sites are not occupied until well served by public transport. 

PROPOSED NEW POLICY: TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE 

The London Plan should show how ground based transport will contribute its 
share of the Mayor’s 60% carbon reduction target by 2025.  Ground-based 
transport accounts for 22% of all CO² emissions in London, of which 49% is from 
cars and motor-cycles and 23% from road freight.  At the moment, London Plan 
transport policy does not meet its contribution to carbon reduction. 
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PROPOSED NEW POLICY: SUPPORTING NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRES  

Enhancing the role of neighbourhoods is a crucial element of policies to reduce 
the need to travel and journey lengths and to enable more journeys to be made 
on foot and by bicycle. 

The need is for policies not simply to ensure that transport is available to take 
people to the jobs, services and amenities they need to reach, but also that jobs, 
services and amenities should be located as much as possible where they can 
easily be reached. In other words the objective implies policies to reduce the 
need to travel. 

Reducing the need to travel should be based on a polycentric land use pattern in 
which more jobs are located near where people live and more needs can be met 
within walking or cycling distance in the local neighbourhood or town centre. 

Planning Policy Statement 1 states that:- 

“In preparing development plans, planning authorities should seek to ….provide 
improved access for all to jobs, health, education, shops, leisure and community 
facilities, open space, sport and recreation by ensuring that new development is 
located where everyone can access services or facilities on foot, bicycle or public 
transport, rather than having to rely on access by car.” 

PROPOSED NEW POLICY: CONNECTING TRANSPORT AND THE 
ECONOMY 
Safe and convenient access to transport enables the full participation in London 
life which importantly includes access to employment.  Transport policy should 
establish the need to provide more staff on rail and underground stations at all 
off-peak times and also the need for longer operating hours on trains, both of 
these to encourage further access to work. 
  
Policy 6.14  Freight 
 
The policy mentions increasing the use of the Blue Ribbon Network (BRN) for 
freight transport.  This is the only reference to the BRN and it is not satisfactory 
dealing with London’s transport minus the waterways and putting the Blue 
Ribbon Network into a separate chapter (chapter 7).  Our comments on the use 
of BRN for freight can be found under Policy 7.26. 
 
 
CHAPTER 7 LONDON’S LIVING PLACES AND SPACES 
 
Policy 7.1  Lifetime neighbourhoods 
Lifetime neighbourhoods is a relatively new concept which needs to be fleshed 
out and implemented.  Its delivery requires joined-up policies (on deprived 
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communities, housing, streets, transport etc) as well as detailed standards and 
targets.  Our assessment of the effectiveness of this policy is heavily influenced 
by the knowledge that the Mayor places great emphasis on Quality of Life for 
Londoners.   
 
Our evidence base includes the national strategy, Lifetime Homes, Lifetime 
Neighbourhoods., the report by Help the Aged, Towards Common Ground and 
the excellent paper on Lifetime Neighbourhoods produced by London Tenants 
Federation.  
 
Lifetime Neighbourhoods needs a precise definition.  The Glossary sees lifetime 
neighbourhoods as a design based concept and paragraph 7.5 rather follows on 
from this.   The economic aspect is missing and we would like to see reference to 
the concept of LOCALISM - a more dispersed pattern of growth away from the 
centres, local sourcing where possible (see the London Food Strategy), local 
procurement of services, creating stronger local economic activity within London. 
 
The availability and accessibility of local shops is an important aspect of ensuring 
“lifetime neighbourhoods.  Local shops, businesses and markets can be 
important amenities and are an integral part of ‘lifetime neighbourhoods’  
‘Lifetime neighbourhoods’ depend on a healthy balance of services 
in any particular area.  We would like to see reference to the website which 
shows the mapping of food deserts. 
 
It is essential to have a checklist of the features that make up a local 
neighbourhood and tools for checking whether neighbourhoods have these 
features.  Local deficiencies need to be identified, in a similar way to green open 
space deficiency.   

We propose the policy should include the walking distance to these key facilities 
and services, instead of “within easy reach”.   Promoting local neighbourhoods as 
‘walkable communities’ is a key way in which planning can achieve more 
environmental awareness and sustainability. 

The evidence base should include analysis of the impact of current London Plan 
policies on social infrastructure and amenities of all kinds (e.g. green space, play 
areas, community meeting places, local shops) and to identify planning policies 
which will be effective in protecting and enhancing these essential components of 
sustainable communities. 

We propose that as part of this policy the Mayor should develop and promote:- 

- a local needs index of the shops, social and community facilities and open 
spaces which need to be accessible to everyone within easy walking distance. 
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- a matrix for lifetime neighbourhoods which local stakeholders can use to assess 
how well a neighbourhood scores for services being available nearby and within 
walking distance.  The matrix must assess local centres and non-centre services 
both of which tend to be marginalised by the policy of town centre health checks. 

Policy 7.5  Public realm 

The London Plan underplays the importance of the public realm.  This should be 
about much more than public art, water fountains and seating.  We propose this 
section should contain policies for creating a sustainable public realm which 
meets social and health objectives recognising, for example, the needs of 
children for play.   

 
Policy 7.7 Tall buildings 
The policy contains “and large” buildings but doesn’t define what this means.  

It is unclear how the existing policy will lead to a reduction in the number of 
locations where tall buildings are sited. 
 
We object to the suitability and desirability of tall buildings being the norm in all 
Opportunity and Intensification Areas [see Policy 7.7C (a)].  Even in areas where 
high density development is deemed appropriate, high density can be achieved 
without having to be high rise.   
 
We object to the inclusion of 7.7 C (h) which says that tall and large buildings 
should ‘make a significant contribution to local regeneration’.  As we have 
argued, ‘regeneration’ has not led to sufficient benefits for local and deprived 
populations and until a new mandate for regeneration is established it is not 
appropriate to list ‘regeneration’ in the policy in this way. 

A much-repeated but valid concern about tall buildings for housing is their ‘return 
to the mistakes of the 1960’s’ and the quickly-built bad designs that led to social 
dysfunction and very poor shared space. Further conditions on tall buildings 
could be included in the housing standards chapter, including the requirement for 
the proper management and upkeep of these buildings.    

We propose that a strategic policy on tall buildings should focus on the need to 
meet the highest standards of sustainable and inclusive design and to ensure 
that tall buildings do not have an unacceptably harmful impact on their 
surroundings.  

Policy 7.14 Air Quality 
We are concerned about the absence of Low Emissions Zones within the Policy 
box and we propose these are included. 
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The Mayor’s opposition to the expansion of Heathrow is undone by the London 
Plan’s support for airport expansion elsewhere.  To really address the very poor 
air quality in London, which already breaches EU standards, increased air travel 
and anything which encourages more car journeys must be strongly resisted.  
 
Policy 7.19 Biodiversity 
There are no policies in the draft London plan to improve and enhance the 
declining state of London's 15 designated biodiversity areas.  The baseline data 
states that the current state of several of the 15 named sites is ‘unfavourable’. Of 
these, some sites are ‘recovering’ but a large proportion of the sites are 
‘declining’ or are experiencing ‘no change’. 
 
We propose that Policy 7.19 addresses the above issues concerning London's 
15 designated biodiversity areas. 
 
Policy 7.23 Burial Space 
The policy is very vague, offering no lead or guidance (other than a proposed 
SPG) on what is a very serious issue.  A national study in 2005 found that local 
authority cemeteries in London had an average of only 12 years supply 
remaining (i.e. until 2017).   
 
Needs are complex and diverse with different burial space for different faiths.  
There is a particular problem of provision in central London due to high land 
values.  Some boroughs have no “open “ graveyards. 
 
We propose the London Plan should place a requirement on local authorities to 
regularly assess needs and plan for any under-provision in terms of volume and 
diversity of facilities. 
 
Policies 7.16 - 7.19  OPEN SPACE  
We welcome the CABE/GLA guidance on Open Space Strategies and would like 
to see greater use of this guidance within the London Plan, particularly in terms 
of what is required in LDF preparation.  Our experience is that Boroughs need 
clear and specific information and need to be able to find this in the London Plan 
and not in a separate document.  We propose inclusion of the following in LDF 
preparation: 
 

• Will regeneration improve the quality and quantity of publicly available 
green space? 

 
• Clarity about how green space is defined (quality and quantity) 

 
• The full diversity of green space to be replaced (should replacement be 

required) 
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Since open space is a priority issue for the Mayor, we propose the London Plan 
should establish minimum standards for open space rather than leaving it to the 
Boroughs; a strategic role here would make an important contribution to 
improving quality of life. 
 

Policy 7.22  Land for food growing  

This policy is far too short given the importance of the London Food Strategy.  
For example, there could be better integration with street markets and with 
ecological diversity.   

We propose that the London Plan should:-  

• require boroughs to increase the number of allotment sites, and to 
earmark other land for food production e.g. by encouraging use of derelict 
land for allotments.   

• encourage the concept of edible estates and ensure permaculture design 
principles are given priority in the planning of residential development and 
open space management.   

Without the London Plan making this a strategic priority, Boroughs are in a weak 
position if they introduce policies to require developers to provide space for local 
food production.  Mayoral initiatives and funding to increase the capacity of 
allotments should be spelt out in the London Plan (see also local food growing 
and distribution within Policy 2.18). 

Policy 7.24 Blue Ribbon Network (BRN) 
As far as passenger transport on the waterways is concerned, the range should 
be extended well beyond the Central London area.  Rather than only considering 
transport along the Thames, there is opportunity for a large number of cross-river 
passenger ferries, upstream and in the estuary. Passenger transport on the 
canals should also be kick-started. 
 
Policy 7.26 BRN for freight transport 
The policy aims to maximize the potential for freight transport.  This can also 
contribute to a reduction in carbon emissions and in congestion, by reducing the 
need for and impact of road freight in London.  Yet there is no planning support 
to say you must transport waste by barge and the protection of wharves is 
balanced with the use of riverside areas for other objectives in the Plan. 
 
For the secure future of water freight, the safeguarding of all wharves must be 
reinforced, rather than safeguarding a limited number of sites (which is why we 
object to the Safeguarded Wharves Implementation Report 2005).  We will need 
all the wharves we can get in the near future, and it is short-sighted that only the 
largest wharves are protected as we need more smaller wharves (or access 
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points) the whole length of the waterways. This includes the Lea and the canals 
where not one wharf or essential facility has any protection at all from housing 
(often luxury housing) developments.   
 
We consider the London Plan should include within Policy 7.26 a suitably 
enhanced list of ‘protected’ wharves and facilities, so that attention is drawn to 
their value and importance. 
 
We object to the viability test for wharves – Policy 7.26B (a) – which includes so 
many characteristics that it could be simple for a developer to make out a case 
against one of the wharves.  For instance, where a wharf does not have very 
good road access it still has a use – as a depot for transhipment back on to the 
river, as a longer-term storage for certain goods that do not need high volume 
road transport, for instance.  Also the road link (very important) may not be such 
a problem as the delivery may be in the locality rather than long distance.  We 
need all the wharves we can get, the limited use ones as well as the key ones. 
  
 
Policy 7.27 BRN supporting infrastructure 
We object to this policy because boatyards need specific protection instead of 
being listed within a range of supporting infrastructure (slipways, jetties, 
moorings).  It is not logical for the Mayor to promote the use of the waterways 
without there being somewhere in easy reach for maintenance of the increased 
number of craft that are being encouraged. 
 
The most difficult infrastructure to supply is boatyards.  The research into 
boatyards emphasised that there is great shortage of boatyards.  Paragraph 7.69 
misses the point by recommending one large boatyard.  This is necessary, but 
not at the expense of dozens of smaller ones. Some of the safeguarded wharves 
could supply a limited service for boat maintenance, as wharves used to do. 
  
We are also concerned that Policy 7.27 includes a new paragraph on static 
permanently moored structures such as offices, restaurants and bars which, it 
says, "add to the diversity and vibrancy of waterways” (new Para 7.72).  Floating 
offices in particular should be prevented by policy. 
 
Policy 7.29 The River Thames 
The 2004 London Plan contained the phrase that the Blue Ribbon Network 
“should not be a private resource or backdrop”, and perhaps it would be just as 
well if this phrase was worked into the new Plan. 
 
On too many occasions we find that local authorities and other bodies shy away 
from engaging wholeheartedly with waterside issues.  This has contributed to the 
serious exploitation of our waterways, and there has been a frenzy of property 
development that has targeted the Blue Ribbon Network.  There has also been a 
noticeable relaxation of development control. 
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Tall buildings can have a serious negative effect on London’s waterways. Even if 
you only consider the open space qualities of the Thames where a relentless wall 
of development has closed in the space, buildings are having a devastating 
effect. The taller the building, the more the river is enclosed. As the buildings get 
taller they take away the sky as well as the open space.  
 
The Thames is under threat from a number of proposed tall buildings including 
the 52 storey Vauxhall Tower and the twin towers at Lots Road, and City Road 
on the Regents Canal. 
 
Borough planners need ‘educating’ and informing about BRN.  Probably the most 
effective promotion (or implementation) of the BRN Policies so far has been done 
at local authority level by waterway organisations and local groups of residents.  
We hope that the burden of implementation will be taken off the community and 
the responsibility taken up by the GLA.  
 
 
Members of the Just Space Network 
Age Concern London 
Bartlett School of Planning UCL 
Black Neighbourhood Renewal and Regeneration Network 
Friends of the Earth 
Hayes and Harlington Community Forum 
King’s Cross Railway Lands Group 
London Civic Forum 
London Gypsy and Traveller Unit 
London 21 
London Tenants Federation 
London Forum of Amenity & Civic societies 
Planning Aid for London 
Third Sector Alliance (3SA) 
Women’s Design Service 
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